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medieval InSPiRaction

In this second version, the font was developed into 
wider codepage, but the typographical arrangement 
of a fixed character design is based on the original 

version. ]
Inspiration: This font has been 
developed from the CHANNEL9 
newspaper’s logotype (7 characters). 
“CHANNEL9” is title of inhouse stu-
dents newspaper of technic faculty, 
Hasanuddin University, Makassar, 
South Sulawesi, Indonesia. 

“Creator” is derived from the name of 
a student workshop building on the 
technic faculty of the Hasanuddin 
University where we’ve learned.
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“Creator Campotype” is a pure display font. This fonts do 
not have faces lowercase, but allcaps. Nevertheless forms of 
different characters can be accessed by pressing the upper-
case and lowercase on the keyboard. Maximum usage can be 
done by combining them as necessary.

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg 
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn 
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu 

Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

<$2500>

Some forms of characters were made more 
stylistic such as slash and backslash which 
“out of” the conventional form. In addition, 
the circle effects on several glyphs were cre-
ated by default (as found on the free version) 
so that the glyph was enough to generated 
with the keyboard access as usual.
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Information for those 
who have access to the 
free version (creator 
campotype smcp), there 
are significant changes 
in this version (2.001) as 
follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
new

old

1. More compact font name to 
“creator campotype”. While 
the file name is “creator ct”. 
“ct” stands for campotype.

2. A new design of the numeric’s 
face. The design of the old 
numeric’s face can still be ac-
cessed via the OT feature: ss01

3. Number of characters more 
completely into the wider code-
page.
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4. The circle effect arise by 
default in lowercase (key-
board) “p, r, s and w”. You 
can eliminate one of the 
effects of consecutive circle 
as in the lowercase “r” (on 
tomorrow) and “s” (the 
lasso) with feature: calt, 
or completely eliminate 
the circle effects (feature: 
ss02). While the circle on 
the lowercase “w” can be 
eliminated by substituting 
the keyboard to uppercase 
“W”

RocK•STAR
5. Effects circle can still 

be accessed individu-
ally through a software 
application that supports 
OpenType features (like 
InDesign)

THE Lasso
THe Lasso

cHAnNeL09

Tämän soPAmuKsen yhteydessä

bénéficier d’une autre manière
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foRewoRd

OveR the laST Two decade The PRactice of gRaphic 
design haS undergone a momentous change aS PIx-

elS have become a handy subsTituTe foR PRinT and 
SoftwaRe has lessened the ProfeSsion’S Reliance on 
iTs Traditional tools of Pen and PapeR. In no oth-
eR diScipline of design has computer Technology 
had Such a TRansfoRming Impact, and ThiS iS WHY 

“gRaphic deSign foR The 21ST century” haS been 
dedicated To The Thoughts and viSions of deSigners 

working aT Today’s gRAPhic coalface.
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